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Abstract. We performed the calculations of de-excitation of the primary fission fragments by the Hauser-
Feshbach statistical decay followed by the β decay of de-excited fission products. We used the primary fission
fragment mass distributions YP(A), total kinetic energy TKE(A), and its width σT KE(A) as input, which were
calculated with the Langevin model using macroscopic-microscopic models of the potential energy surface.
The prompt neutron multiplicity ν and the independent fission product yield (FPY) YI(Z, A,M) and cumulative
FPY YC(Z, A,M) are calculated by the Hauser-Feshbach statistical decay and β decay calculations, respectively.
The calculated νwas overestimated approximately 17% compared to the evaluated data. The decay heats from β
and γ were in accordance with the experimental results. The β delayed neutrons yieild was also overestimated.

1 Introduction

The fission product yield (FPY) has been of great interest
for fundamental understanding of the nuclear fission pro-
cess. There are still major gaps in our understanding of
origins of the FPY distribution by any theories or mod-
els. The nuclear fission begins with the formation of com-
pound nucleus with a projectile. The compound nucleus
changes its shape towards the evolution on the potential-
energy surface defined by shape parameters describing its
deformation until it splits into two fragments. The primary
fission fragments formed just after scission are usually ex-
cited. These fragments de-excite by emitting prompt pho-
tons and neutrons to reach their ground states or isomeric
states. The de-excited fragments, also called fission prod-
ucts, undergo β decay towards β stability, which produces
the decay heat and β delayed neutrons. Since these stages
of the fission process comprise different physics, no reli-
able theory has yet been developed that can interpret all fis-
sion observables consistent with the primary fission frag-
ment distributions.

The most of fission observables during the fission
process are defined by characteristics of the primary fis-
sion fragment, which are still not well known. The fis-
sion fragment can be characterised by its yield as a func-
tion of mass A, charge Z, isomeric state M, total ex-
citation energy (TXE), and spin J and parity Π, i.e.,
YP(Z, A,M,TXE, J,Π). Such information cannot be ob-
tained experimentally due to their very short half-lives
compared to the experimental timescale, therefore numer-
ous attempts in theoretical descriptions of the nuclear fis-
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sion process have been made. For example, some of fis-
sion fragment characteristics have been reproduced based
on the microscopic theory [1], Monte Carlo techniques
[2, 3], Brownian shape motion [4], random walk [5],
or Langevin equations [6–8]. The de-excitation models,
which treat sequential emissions of photons and neutrons
from the primary fission fragment, have been developed
by adopting Weisskopf spectrum [2, 9, 10], the Hauser-
Feshbach statistical decay theory [3, 11–14] or by the
event-by-event analysis [10]. The β-decay observables
have been calculated by the summation of β-decay chain
of the fission products [15]. Since the experimental data
for the primary fission fragment are not so well known, a
comparison of the calculated data with the experimental
data requires any decay models, i.e. de-excitation and β
decay, where large amounts of experimental data are ac-
cessible.

In this work, we combined the primary fission frag-
ment mass yield YP(A), mass averaged total kinetic en-
ergy 〈TKE〉(A) and its width σTKE(A) calculated by the
four dimensional Langevin model using the macroscopic-
microscopic potential-energy surface [7, 8] with the de-
excitation model based on the Hauser-Feshbach statistical
decay theory [16, 17] followed by the β decay calculation
[18] using the decay data library. Using theoretical calcu-
lated fission fragment distributions is attractive for some
actinides which are difficult to handle experimentally and
for various incident neutron energies which are difficult
to generate the monoenergetic neutron source. This com-
bined approach will allow us to estimate fission observ-
ables of experimentally unknown areas. We exemplify the
model calculation for 235U(nth, f ) and compare the calcu-
lated and experimental independent FPY YI(Z, A,M), neu-
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Figure 1. The three Gaussian fitted primary fission product mass
yield compared with experimental data. The open squares are
Langevin calculated primary fission product mass yield YP(A)
taken from Ref. [7] and solid line is the result of the three Gaus-
sian fitting.

tron multiplicity ν, cumulative FPY YC(Z, A,M), decay
heat, and delayed neutron yield νd.

2 Models

2.1 Primary fission fragment generation

The complete description of the four dimensional
Langevin model and calculation parameters used here can
be found in Refs. [7, 8]. The Langevin model simulates the
Brownian shape-motion on the macroscopic-microscopic
description of the potential-energy surface. The calcula-
tion gives mass asymmetry, total kinetic energy (TKE),
and nuclear temperature, etc. for each fission event based
on shapes of separated fragments at the scission. From
the mass asymmetry and the compound nucleus mass, one
can obtain fragment masses of the fission fragment pair.
Note that here we treat the binary fission only. Since this
study focuses on demonstrating the method, we utilized
the fission event data which have the largest number of
events, because it is important to parameterize the distri-
bution with the good statistics. After accumulating more
than 105 fission events, the mass averaged fission fragment
yield Y(A) was generated and normalized the total yield
to 200%. For TKE, the fragment-mass averaged TKE
〈TKE〉(A) and its width (the standard deviation) at given
mass σTKE(A) can be obtained by averaging over fragment
mass. We note that the excitation energy considered in this
work can be treated as the thermal energy.

We fitted the Y(A) with three Gauss functions. As seen
from Fig. 1, the calculated primary fission fragment Y(A)
shows the differences in the symmetric region (110 ≤ A ≤
130) and the peak region (A ∼ 95 and A ∼ 140) compared
to the experimental data for 235U(nth, f ) reaction. Since
the charge of the fragment is not know from Langevin
model calculation, we utilize the ZP model [19] to gen-
erate Y(Z, A). The 〈TKE〉(A) was fitted by a simple ana-
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Figure 2. The fitted total kinetic energy as a function of fis-
sion fragment mass 〈TKE〉(A) taken from Ref. [7] compared with
experimental data. The open squares are Langevin calculated
〈TKE〉(A) and solid line is the fitting curve.

lytical formula. These fitting parameters were used for the
the Hauser-Feshbach calculation.

2.2 De-excitation of primary fission fragment

The fragment de-excitation process was calculated using
the HF3D code [17] which treats the fission fragmet as
a compound nucleus based on the Hauser-Feshbach sta-
tistical decay theory [13, 17]. For the Hauser-Feshbach
calculation, it additionally requires the excitation energy
and its distribution for all primary fragments. The total
excitation energy (TXE) of a certain fission fragment pair
can be calculated from the energy balance of the reaction.
Energy sharing between the complementary fission frag-
ments using the anisothermal parameter used in this study
are described elsewhere [3, 17, 20–22]. The initial spin J
and parity Π distribution of the fission fragments are also
required as input, as the Hauser-Feshbach decay conserves
the angular momentum. We assumed that the J follows the
Gaussian type of function and the Π follows equal proba-
bility of positive and negative. The details are described in
Ref. [17]. In this way, we generated the necessary fission
fragment distributions YP(Z, A,M,TXE, J,Π) determinis-
tically and integrate all over them. After the de-excitation
of fission fragments was simulated, one can obtain inde-
pendent FPY YI(Z, A,M).

2.3 Beta decay of fission product

The cumulative FPY YC(Z, A,M) can be calculated from
YI(Z, A,M) by tracking the β-decay chain for each fission
product, or it can be calculated directly in the equilibrium
time domain [23]. The decay scheme, half-life, branch-
ing ratio, and β, γ, and total decay energy released per
decay of each unstable nuclide were imported from the
ENDF/B-VII decay data library. The summation calcula-
tion was employed to predict aggregate properties of the
fission products such as decay heat. The decay heat and
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Figure 1. The three Gaussian fitted primary fission product mass
yield compared with experimental data. The open squares are
Langevin calculated primary fission product mass yield YP(A)
taken from Ref. [7] and solid line is the result of the three Gaus-
sian fitting.

tron multiplicity ν, cumulative FPY YC(Z, A,M), decay
heat, and delayed neutron yield νd.

2 Models

2.1 Primary fission fragment generation

The complete description of the four dimensional
Langevin model and calculation parameters used here can
be found in Refs. [7, 8]. The Langevin model simulates the
Brownian shape-motion on the macroscopic-microscopic
description of the potential-energy surface. The calcula-
tion gives mass asymmetry, total kinetic energy (TKE),
and nuclear temperature, etc. for each fission event based
on shapes of separated fragments at the scission. From
the mass asymmetry and the compound nucleus mass, one
can obtain fragment masses of the fission fragment pair.
Note that here we treat the binary fission only. Since this
study focuses on demonstrating the method, we utilized
the fission event data which have the largest number of
events, because it is important to parameterize the distri-
bution with the good statistics. After accumulating more
than 105 fission events, the mass averaged fission fragment
yield Y(A) was generated and normalized the total yield
to 200%. For TKE, the fragment-mass averaged TKE
〈TKE〉(A) and its width (the standard deviation) at given
mass σTKE(A) can be obtained by averaging over fragment
mass. We note that the excitation energy considered in this
work can be treated as the thermal energy.

We fitted the Y(A) with three Gauss functions. As seen
from Fig. 1, the calculated primary fission fragment Y(A)
shows the differences in the symmetric region (110 ≤ A ≤
130) and the peak region (A ∼ 95 and A ∼ 140) compared
to the experimental data for 235U(nth, f ) reaction. Since
the charge of the fragment is not know from Langevin
model calculation, we utilize the ZP model [19] to gen-
erate Y(Z, A). The 〈TKE〉(A) was fitted by a simple ana-
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Figure 2. The fitted total kinetic energy as a function of fis-
sion fragment mass 〈TKE〉(A) taken from Ref. [7] compared with
experimental data. The open squares are Langevin calculated
〈TKE〉(A) and solid line is the fitting curve.

lytical formula. These fitting parameters were used for the
the Hauser-Feshbach calculation.

2.2 De-excitation of primary fission fragment

The fragment de-excitation process was calculated using
the HF3D code [17] which treats the fission fragmet as
a compound nucleus based on the Hauser-Feshbach sta-
tistical decay theory [13, 17]. For the Hauser-Feshbach
calculation, it additionally requires the excitation energy
and its distribution for all primary fragments. The total
excitation energy (TXE) of a certain fission fragment pair
can be calculated from the energy balance of the reaction.
Energy sharing between the complementary fission frag-
ments using the anisothermal parameter used in this study
are described elsewhere [3, 17, 20–22]. The initial spin J
and parity Π distribution of the fission fragments are also
required as input, as the Hauser-Feshbach decay conserves
the angular momentum. We assumed that the J follows the
Gaussian type of function and the Π follows equal proba-
bility of positive and negative. The details are described in
Ref. [17]. In this way, we generated the necessary fission
fragment distributions YP(Z, A,M,TXE, J,Π) determinis-
tically and integrate all over them. After the de-excitation
of fission fragments was simulated, one can obtain inde-
pendent FPY YI(Z, A,M).

2.3 Beta decay of fission product

The cumulative FPY YC(Z, A,M) can be calculated from
YI(Z, A,M) by tracking the β-decay chain for each fission
product, or it can be calculated directly in the equilibrium
time domain [23]. The decay scheme, half-life, branch-
ing ratio, and β, γ, and total decay energy released per
decay of each unstable nuclide were imported from the
ENDF/B-VII decay data library. The summation calcula-
tion was employed to predict aggregate properties of the
fission products such as decay heat. The decay heat and
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Figure 3. The calculated neuron multiplicity and the indepen-
dent FPY as a function of mass

the delayed neutron are calculated by the sum of the β
and γ energies and neutron released from all individual
β-decay nuclides [15].

3 Results

In our previous study, the de-excitation calculation has
been done using the primary fission fragment that is gen-
erated by the Y(A) and TKE(A) fitted to experimental data,
together with the ZP model [17, 18, 24]. In this work,
we explore the feasibility of utilizing of fission fragment
distributions generated by the fission model described in
Sec. 2.1 and Refs. [7, 8]. We conducted the Hauser-
Feshbach de-excitation calculations by employing the fit-
ting parameters obtained from the calculated Y(A) and
TKE(A) for 235U(nth, f ) from Ref. [7] into HF3D code
[17].

An important feature of 〈TKE〉(A) shown in Fig. 2 is
that, the larger 〈TKE〉 will result a lower 〈TXE〉, which
leads the less prompt neutron and photon emissions. From
the lower 〈TKE〉 around the symmetric region (118 ≤
A ≤ 130 for heavy fragment), one can predict the higher
prompt neutron and photon emissions from fission frag-
ments in this mass region. In addition, the multiplicities
of prompt neutron and photon emissions also strongly de-
pend on the primary fission fragment Y(Z, A). From Y(A)
shown in Fig. 1, the symmetric region has larger yield than
the experimental data, and this also will enhance the mul-
tiplicities of prompt particle emissions.

From the de-excitation calculation, the average
prompt neutron multiplicity ν was 2.84 neutrons/ f ission,
that is slightly higher than the evaluated value 2.41
neutrons/ f ission in ENDF/B-VII. The top panel of Fig. 3
shows the calculated neuron multiplicity as a function of
fragment mass ν(A) compared with some experimental
data. The calculation reproduced the sawtooth structure of
ν(A), but overestimated the wide ranges of masses around
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Figure 4. The calculated cumulative FPY for selected elemtens
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the symmetric region (105 ≤ A ≤ 130) as predicted. The
changes in the primary mass yields and 〈TKE〉(A) shown
in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively, can be interpret to a change
in prompt fission observables. Thecalculated independent
FPY as a function of mass YI(A) is shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3 compared with the FPY data in ENDF/B-
VII. As a result of the prompt neutron emissions, fine
structures of the independent FPY appeared around peak
reagion (A ∼ 95 and A ∼ 140), but they were not re-
produced perfectly. Such differences are attributed to the
the primary fission product yield used as input of the de-
excitation calculation shown in Fig. 1. The overall dis-
crepancy are larger than that of our previous study [17],
nevertheless, we examined the effect on the β-decay ob-
servables from using the calculated YI(Z, A,M).

The calculated YI(Z, A,M) was used as input of the β-
decay and summation calculations. Figure 4 shows the
calculated cumulative FPY YC(Z, A,M) of some selected
elements from light and heavy fragments around peak re-
gions compared with the evaluated FPY data taken from
ENDF/B-VII. Although there are discrepancies between
our calculation and ENDF/B-VII, the width of the mass
distribution in particular elements and the orders of mag-
nitude down to considerably low yields as 10−10 were re-
produced.

Figure 5 shows the calculated decay heat by the sum-
mation calculation method using the YI(Z, A,M). The en-
ergy release from β showed a good agreement with exper-
imental data while that from γ was underestimated in the
early time (≤ 100 s) from fission burst. The total decay
heat reflects lower decay heat from γ. The delayed neu-
tron yield νd calculated from the summation method yields
0.01623 which is a few % larger than that of the evaluated
data (0.01585 in both ENDF/B-VII and JENDL4.0).

4 Conclusion

We have used the theoretically calculated primary fis-
sion fragment mass and TKE distributions as input of the
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culated from the independent FPY by the summation calculation
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Hauser-Feshbach statistical decay model and the resulted
independent FPY was subsequently used as input of β-
decay calculation. This study showed the feasibility of
using theoretically calculated distributions and their influ-
ence on fission observables, such as the prompt neutron
multiplicity ν, independent FPY YI(Z, A,M), decay heat,
and delayed neutron yield νd.

We utilize the primary fission fragment mass yield
YP(A), the fragment mass averaged TKE 〈TKE〉(A) and
the width of TKE σTKE(A) of 235U from low energy fission
simulation [7, 8]. These distributions are used as input of
the Hauser-Feshbach statistical decay model [17]. The cal-
culated ν(A) disagreed with experimental data in the sym-
metric region (105 ≤ A ≤ 130). Particularly, we found
that YP(A) and 〈TKE〉(A) of symmetric region (105 ≤ A ≤
130) are influential in ν. As a result, the independent
FPY YI(A) also showed disagreement with ENDF/B-VII
evaluation. The isotope distributions of cumulative FPY
YC(Z, A,M) of some selected elements around peak re-
gion showed good agreement with the evaluated FPY data.
The calculated decay heat from β decay showed slight dis-
agreement in the early decay time (≤ 100s) from the en-
ergy release from γ. The delayed neutron yield νd was
0.01623 which is a few percent larger than the evaluated
data. We found that the use of the calculated primary dis-
tributions does not yet possess enough precision to apply
for the nuclear evaluation, however, this method would be
the standard way that allows us to evaluate the fission ob-
servables with correlation and consistency when the theo-
retical prediction reaches the adequate level.
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